
WPPA roundtable workshop on “Exploring the Future” 
 

Facilitator: Burr Stewart, Principal, Burrst, 206-660-1145, burr.stewart@gmail.com 
 

The overall situation, in two slides: 
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This is the biggest project the human race has ever taken on! 
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Burr’s favorite trends: 

 Civilization is organized kindness (today’s impossible is tomorrow’s inevitable) 
 Everything is sub-optimal (adapting to chaotic, multi-level systems is key) 
 Cultural Power is shifting from men to women (exploitative to nurturing) 
 Communication is shifting from words to visuals (nobody has time to read text) 
 Hero is shifting from the rugged individual to the rugged planet (Gaia) 
 Startups and communities are replacing institutions and elites (“The World is Flat”) 

 
“Futuring” tools from The World Future Society (WFS): 

 Brainstorming (any idea is ok, evaluate later) 
 Gaming (role playing using scenarios) 
 Modeling (esp. “systems dynamics modeling”) 
 Scanning (searching media for significant trends outside the organization) 
 Scenarios (e.g. UNEP: Markets First, Policy First, Security First, Sustainability First) 
 Futures Wheel (or mind mapping, similar to pyramids below) 
 STEEP/DEGEST (Society, Technology, Economy, Environment and 

Politics/Demography, Economics, Government, Environment, Society and Technology) 
 Trend pyramids (looking below the tip of the iceberg, usually at cause and effect) 
 Road mapping/swim lanes (& Gantt charts) 
 Delphi polling (asking a number of experts independently) 
 Wild cards (unlikely things that could have huge impact, good or bad) 
 Visioning (describing the desired end state, and working backwards from there) 

 
The idea of the “Singularity”, around 2035 (when the rate of change increases until 
everything comes unglued, and forms a new world) 
 
Predictions from futurist Kevin Kelly: 

 Robots will make a lot of things 
 Even better tracking and surveillance, towards “coveillance” 
 Machine-readable big data: “Humans are for asking the right questions  – machines are 

for finding the answers.” 
 
Predictions from Huffington Post article (5/12/2015): 

 Internet becomes “brainnet” of thoughts, feelings and memories 
 3D printers make clothing, organs, etc. 
 Remote sensing merges human and machine decision-making, including the next 

generation of Bitcoin creates transparent financing. 
 Massive changes in the workforce due to on-demand workflow management and 

resource sharing, such as Uber. 
 
Predictions for 2030 from Time Magazine (3/11/2010): 

 Continued US prosperity due to melting pot 
 Countries unite like the EU on other continents 
 Bandwidth is the new black gold 
 Transformation of education and employment 
 The White (male) anxiety crisis 
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 TV (and storytelling in general) as the key to adult education worldwide 
 The flattening of power (the diminishing of elites and institutions) 
 The boring age (less significant changes in technology) 

 
Predictions from World Future Society: 

 Climate Change will increase the cost of doing business, and offer new business 
opportunities 

 Artificial Intelligence will expand the economy, and push more workers aside. 
 A looming pension crisis could engulf state and local governments 
 Computers will understand our words and may use them against us 
 Robotic exoskeletons will assist both soldiers and seniors 
 Computer chips will shrink to the size of dust and become ubiquitous 
 Hybrid materials will blend the properties of living and nonliving things 
 Plants will become useful biosensors 
 The path to Mars is through the Moon 
 Mega forest fires will become more common 
 Local gardening and aquaculture will become more common 
 Social media will become increasingly important in political uprisings 
 Religious values may become key to developing policies on contentious things like 

water management 
 
Predictions for 2030 from futurist Tom Frey: 

 Automated medical exams 
 3D printing of food 
 Crypto-currencies like Bitcoin 
 Driverless vehicle highways 
 Space tourism and space hotels 
 Online education 
 3D printed buildings and infrastructure 
 2 billion jobs obsolete 
 Backlashes around medical and genome ethics 
 Water harvesting from the atmosphere 
 Increase in religious practices 
 Collapse of traditional colleges and education systems 
 Cross-species communications systems 
 Human hurricane diffusing systems 
 Gravity reduction technologies 
 Automation of many police and security functions 
 Drone-based control of forest fires 
 Micro-grids operated by municipalities 
 Global elections 
 Mated pairs of recreated extinct species 
 Micro-drones as clothing 
 Marijuana legalized globally 
 Extinction of cable TV 
 “Synaptical” currency – the market for brainpower 
 Search engines managing the entire physical world 
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 Computer programming required in over 20% of all jobs 
 A probe sent to the center of the earth 
 Tube transportation systems 

 
How will ports be different in 20 years? 

 New kinds of infrastructure (fiber, web services, renewable energy, dikes for sea level 
rise, and other climate adaptations, education, etc.) 

 New kinds of financing (crowdsourcing, tuition, incubator rents, equity from startups, 
intellectual property, intergenerational development bonds (based on future energy 
cost savings), LID’s related to climate adaptation, carbon sequestration credits, 
revenues from generating renewable energy, etc.) 

 New kinds of decision-making tools (open source “systems dynamics models”, 
regional and global performance dashboards, public-private-NGO consortiums, 
neighborhood proxy votes, alternative laws and compliance paths, community and 
customer bandwidth monitoring, etc.) 

 New forms of regulation and deregulation (risk managers and insurance premiums, 
unfunded mandates, “model ordinances”, legal gridlock, alternative compliance 
pathways, civil disobedience by outside groups, mandates from internal self-organizing 
teams, terms of reference worked out as parts of a consortium, etc.) 

 New roles in and for economic development (surveys, data warehousing and 
community dashboards, skills training and recruitment, innovative financing, 
managing community web portals, facilitating B2B, B2C and C2C contacts, transparent 
community futuring, “coveillance”, facilitating shared emergency and resiliency 
management, coordinated prioritizing of public infrastructure funding, etc.) 

 New kinds of employees and organizational structures (staff functions provided by 
Uber-like “just in time” service agreements, automation of almost-human functions, 
customer-, community- and issue-driven organic organizational structures, increased 
use of interns and whole classrooms, staff shared between multiple ports or other local 
organizations, etc.) 

 
Ideas for implementing the future right away: 

1. Adopt a “focus topic” from your strategic plan for research and discussion each month. 
2. Have every commission memo explain itself with at least one visual or graphic. 
3. Enable and support employee “self-organizing groups” on things they care about. 
4. Hold community meetings on “the port of the future” to build public support. 
5. Start a “women’s support group” to develop this very important group of employees. 
6. Attend meetings of the most forward-thinking groups of people, like venture 

capitalists, scientists, developers and so forth, rather than groups focused on 
maintaining the status quo. 

7. Allocate 2% of your annual budget to preventive maintenance and 2% to research and 
development. 

8. Find out who from your community follows the “Community Indicators Consortium,” 
and have them give your commission a presentation on the current state of community 
indicators in your town to which the port could contribute data. 

9. Start an issue tracking system to scan media for emerging trends. 
10. Have a session like this, on adapting to the future, with your commissioners at a 

regular meeting or a strategic retreat, and take input from the public. 
 


